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DCLTP-52 - Deluxe CentraLineMan Training
Package (CLM-50, CLW-52, CLMAT-50,

CLMOT-50, PPT-10, LVP-10, NSG-10)
Order code: 4129.DCLTP52

Information about product price on demand

Parameters

Cannula, injection, puncturing - filter Catheter insertion



Quantitative unit ks

Simulab's Deluxe Central Line Training Package now includes the wearable version of CentraLineMan, CentraLineWear!

CentraLineMan is the most widely used Central Venous Catheterization (CVC) training solution in the market today, and returns on
investment are proven when used with rigorous training to reduce patient complications from central venous catheter insertion. This flexible
system offers unsurpassed value with clinically relevant anatomy, time-tested ultrasound compatible tissues that maintain visual acuity,
market-leading durability from needle sticks to full catheterizations all with the ability to interchange the Articulating Head, Body Form Base,
and Tissues with many of Simulab’s other procedural task trainers.

Investing in CentraLineMan and any of Simulab’s other products comes with a guarantee of receiving exceptional customer service,
visibility, and support for product upgrades and the comfort of “no customer being left behind” as we keep pace with technological
advancements.

This Deluxe CentraLineMan Training Package offers a 5% discount and comes with our wearable version, CentraLineWear, additional tissues,
and non-sterile guidewires. 

Includes:
CentraLineMan Torso (CLM-50)
CentraLineWear System (CLW-52)
Normal Tissue (CLMT-50)
Obese Tissue (CLMOT-50)
Advanced Tissue (CLMAT-50)
25 Non-sterile Guidewires (NSG-10)
1 Large Venipuncture Pad (LVP-10)
Venous Pressure Regulator and Pulse Bulb
Fluid: Arterial (red) and Venous (blue)
Carrying Case
Patient Positioning Tray 

Features:
Anatomically correct, ultrasound compatible tissue, with all relevant landmarks and anatomy.
Enhanced procedural difficulty—Develop user's skills by introducing anatomical variations.
Enhanced procedural realism—Place simulator in 15° Trendelenburg to practice central line insertion on simulator in standard
position.
Market leading durability—self-sealing tissues and veins offer the greatest value, in the frequency of needle sticks and full
catheterizations per access site, of any trainer on the market.
Exceptional ultrasound imaging through repeated use—needle sticks and full catheterizations do not degrade the image acuity.
Two colors of simulated blood differentiate the arterial and venous vessels—provides immediate feedback of unsuccessful
cannulation.
Arterial pulse is present and vein realistically compresses under palpation.
Easily adjustable venous pressure regulator allows for vein compression or low-pressure simulation scenarios.
Replaceable tissues come pre-filled with blue venous and red arterial fluid. Tissues can remain filled when not in use, and are easy
to refill with provided fluid when necessary.
Portability—practice simulation in settings of actual patient care. 

Skills:
Practice full central venous catheterization training—ultrasound-guided or blind/landmark insertion approaches at the subclavian,
supraclavicular, and internal jugular access sites on patients with anatomical variations. Practice placing the patient in the appropriate
position per access site standards Gain experience in identifying and selecting appropriate access site based on patient anatomical
variations Practice use of ultrasound for:

Developing psychomotor skills required for obtaining visualization during cannulation
Detecting anatomical variations
Distinguishing vessels
Visualizing arterial pulse and venous compression Identifying the anatomical location of the target vessel
Visualizing needle cannulation of the target vessel in transverse view
Visualize threading of guidewire in longitudinal axis view
Visualizing catheter placement
Reducing the rate of mechanical complications due to anatomical variances such as pneumothorax or arterial puncture.



Improving first cannulation success and decreasing needle passes
Practice palpating external landmarks to identify vessel location
Practice identifying unsuccessful vessel access by fluid feedback representing arterial puncture

Demonstrate advanced knowledge and skills needed for insertion on patients with anatomical variations.


